Brainberg Knowledge Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

Brainberg Knowledge Solutions is a Psychometric Assessment Company which offers solutions to Corporates & Industries for **effective & Improved HR solutions** through its assessment platform named “Traitfit”.

Company is founded by Dr Ruta Sawarkar & Dr Vishal Sangale and expanded its operations significantly in India & Gulf Countries offering solutions to IT, Oil & Gas, Electrometrical, BFSI, FMCG, Healthcare, Construction, Education, Hospitality, etc.

The Psychometric Assessments are at the CORE of solutions and are scientifically designed and **Standardized for its Validity and Reliability**. These assessments Evaluate **Personality Fitness, Culture Fitness and Skill Fitness** of professionals and creates the **intelligent data** for the organisations.

Philosophy at Brainberg contemplate, that every **organization is unique** with respect to its culture and domain & so we at Brainberg provide “**customized assessments solutions**” for organizations based on their present requirements in Hiring Solutions, Talent Management through Learning & Development, Engagement Solutions, Organizational

---

**Our Vision**

Inception of Brainberg is based on the motive to reveal all the positive aspects of an individual existence. We mediated the changes in lives of people from unease to ease, from missed opportunities to success, from relationship conflicts to happy ever after and from despair to hope.

---

**Our Credentials**

- **Member of International Test Commission, USA**
- **Assoc. member of SIOP, Society for Industrial and Organisational Psychology, USA**
- **DIPP, Govt. of India, Recognized Start-up**
- **MoU Partner with Maharashtra State Skill Development Society (MSSDS)**
- **Mentors for Change (Atal Tinkering Labs) NITI Aayog, Govt. of India**

---

**Our Key Statistics**

- 9+ years of psychometric assessment experience
- 100+ pre-built tests available in multiple languages
- 75 competencies & traits
- Over 20 industry sectors mapped & to choose from
- 20+ clients internationally & domestically
- 20,000+ of our tests are taken every year
- 30 percent of business coming from exports
Industry Solutions

Traitfit Model

what we do

Consultation & Trainings

Learning & Development solutions

Organizational Development

Engagement Solutions

Customer Needs

Hiring Solutions

Psychometric Assessment

Personality Fitness

Skill Fitness

Culture Fitness

Standard & Customized Assessments:

Along with the standard Assessment for Organizational development, we at Traitfit recommend to use our CUSTOMIZATION Platform for outcome of Complex organizational Problem Statements.

Standard Assessments Inventory

01. Leadership Assessment
02. Traitfit Sales Inventory
03. Traitfit Personality Inventory
04. Emotional Intelligence Assessment
05. Learning Agility Assessment
06. Employee Engagement Test
07. Managerial Potential Competency Assessment
08. Critical Thinking Assessment
09. Motivation Inventory
10. Problem Solving and Decision Making Inventory
11. Business Acumen Test
12. Corporate Communication Skills
13. Occupational Stress Index
14. Faculty Assessment
15. Employability Skills Assessment
our services

Company operates in 4 dedicated Platforms & Teams as Traitfit, Synapse, Whizqiz and Clinics Providing HR Solutions, Skill development Program, Career Assessments and Interventions keeping Psychometric Assessments at its CORE.

**TRAITFIT:**
Psychometric Assessment Platform for Corporates Industries and Academia
HR Solutions | Hiring | Talent Management | Learning & Development Solutions | Engagement Solutions | Organizational Development | Succession Planning | Competency & Talent Mapping | Skills gap Identification | Core Skills | Occupational Inventories | Identify High Potential | 360 Feedback System | Soft Skill Trainings | HR Certification programs applications for Work Place & Academia

**SYNAPASE:**
An Psychometric Platform for Children & Parents

**WHIZQIZ:**
A Scientifically designed Assessment and Counselling tool for selection of the MOST Suitable Career Choice for Student. Age Group 7 to 21
Career Guidance Assessment | Emotional Quotient | Intelligence Quotient
Key Members

Dr. Ruta Sawarkar
Founder
MBBS Pediatrician, Psychology Expert.

Dr. Vishal Sangale
Co-Founder
BHMS, MA Clinical Psychology and Psychometrician

Seema Nilawar
Co-Founder & Mentor
Finance Strategic Planning

Vikas Patil
Co-Founder & Mentor
B.E. - Civil, PGDCM, PMP®
Project Management Consultant

Nisheeth Sawarkar
Mentor

Vipul Patil
Business Mentor
B.E. - Civil

Nilesh Thakur
CTO
Masters in Computer Application

Yogesh Kanole
Business head
B.E. - Mechanical

Our Clients

"Thank you for conducting and providing assessment results through ‘Traffit Portal’. This has helped us to understand our Team Members better and we will be able to focus on their specific development needs. In turn, it will add in theirs (Team Member’s) and company’s productivity."

Praveen Kumar Rai
Sr. General Manager & Head Projects (West) Fidesto Projects Private Limited

Al Tasnim teamed up with Traffit for conducting behavioural assessments for its staff. Traffit team was extremely prompt in understanding and addressing our project requirements. We had tight timelines to initiate the project and the Traffit team worked hard to ensure that we meet these timelines. On the assessment front, the competencies and the associated questions have been designed very well. The entire administration and reporting module has been designed very well too.

Here’s wishing all the very best to Traffit and we are confident of working with them in our future projects.

Amit Kumar
Banerjee Divisional Manager
Al Tasnim Enterprises LLC, Oman